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What is the structure of text talk novel

Nicole Jay G. Catubigan 12-Descartes Module 2 What I Know Choose the letter of the best answer. Write the chosen letter on a separate sheet of paper. 1. It is a genre of speculative fiction dealing with imaginative concepts such as futuristic science and technology, space travel, time travel, faster than light travel, a parallel universe and
extra-terrestrial life. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 2. A literary genre which combines three media: book, movie/video and internet website. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 3. A Literary presentation where the author incorporates doodle writing and
drawings and handwritten graphics in place of the traditional font Spanish Period a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 4. Stories told almost entirely in dialogue, simulating social network exchanges. a. Chick Lit b. Digi-Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Text-Talk Novel 1 5. It is a genre fiction which addresses
issues of modern womanhood, often humorously and lightheartedly. a. Chick Lit b. Digi-Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Text-Talk Novel 6. It is a website that contains short articles posted and changed regularly. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 7. Digital literature that uses links and includes parts that move or mutate. a.
Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 8. It is a comic book or book series published in Japan. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Illustrated Novel d. Manga 9. Stories characterized by their brevity. It could range from a word to a thousand. a. Creative Nonfiction b. Flash Fiction c. Blog d. Hyper Poetry 10. Narrative work in
which a story is told using a comic form. a. Manga b. Digi-Fiction c. Graphic Novel d. Illustrated Novel 11. 39 Clues book series by Scholastic, where stories are told using the combination of book, video, and website, is an example of this literary genre. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 2 12.
Mashable by Pete Cashmore, where feature stories around the world are posted and updated, is an example of this literary genre. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 13. A story that develops through a screenshot of SMS conversation like Vince and Kath by Jenny Ruth Almocera is an example of this literary genre. a.
Chick Lit b. Digi-Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Text-Talk Novel 14. A story that uses literary techniques to create accurate narratives like travel and nature stories in Robert Macfarlane’s The Wild Places is an example of this literary genre. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 15. The Hunger Games series
that explores dystopian or postapocalyptic themes is an example of this literary genre. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction What’s New 3 Directions: Look for the conventional literary genres in the puzzle below and, on a separate sheet of paper, answer the questions that follow. W A P U L K G H D X
N F E T O I F X N J Y O H C S T E L P W R J N I D U H S T M N V C F O R P U W Q R L A U I M A B N R T A Y E I C B M W D F W S E R U T O A P I Y T K V B Y I Z A F I C T I O N E O I O L K F I C T I O N 1. What are the four conventional literary genres have you found in the puzzle? Answer: The four conventional literary genres I
have found in the puzzle is poetry, drama, fiction, and non-fiction. 2. What are their unique features? Answer: POETRY- is an imaginative awareness of experience expressed through meaning, sound and rhythmic language choices to evoke an emotional response. It has been known to employ meter and rhyme. The very nature of poetry
as an authentic and individual mode of expression makes it nearly impossible to define. DRAMA- is a composition in prose or verse presenting in dialogue or pantomime a story involving conflict more contrast of character, especially on intended to be acted on a stage: a play. It may be any situation or series of events having vivid,
emotional, conflicting or striking interest. FICTION- is literature created from the imagination, not presented as fact, though it may be based on a true story or situation. Types of literature in the fiction include the novel, short story and novella. NON-FICTION- is based on facts and the author’s opinion about a subject. The purpose of
nonfiction writing is to inform and sometimes to persuade. It’s examples are biographies, articles from textbooks and magazines and newspapers. 4 Activity 1 Direction: Analyze the content of the text below and identify its literary genre. Answer: The literary genre of the text above is flash fiction. Source: Assessment 1 Write a 5-10
sentence paragraph describing the characteristics of Tristan Café that qualifies it as a 21st-century literary piece. Use the paragraph writing rubric as your guide. Tristan Cafe had fallen in love with her best friend which, she is now on a long-distance. Tristan Cafe could not forget her best friend that he had fallen in love with, because of the
memories they have spent so much together and did not have the time to confess his love for her. 5 But at some point, he finally realizes that it's time to move on and realizing that he, himself deserves to be happy. It qualifies as a 21st-century literary price because nowadays some people are scared or doesn’t have the guts to tell the
person their feelings or emotions about love, and realizing that it’s too late for them to confess or telling them how much they love that kind of specific person. I really put myself in the shoes of Tristan Café because recently I didn’t have the guts to tell my feelings and realizing that he find someone else already but I’m happy for the both of
them. Criteria Content 4 At least three characteristics of the genre are listed and explained 3 At least two characteristics of the genre are listed and explained 2 At least two characteristic s of the genre are listed but not explained Organization Details are in logical order and interesting Details are in logical order yet less interesting Some
details are not in logical order All details are not in logical order Mechanics and Grammar No errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling One to two errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling errors Three to five errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling errors Six or more errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling
errors 6 1 Only one characteristic is written Points Activity 2 Directions: Compare and contrast these modern literary genres using Venn Diagram the Answer: Similarities: All genres use the web to share and present stories Differences: Text-talk – present stories using SNS (Social Networking Sites). Blog – a page or website with features
stories are posted and regularly updated. Hyper Poetry – uses hyperlinks to connect to other parts of the literary piece. Assessment 2 Based on your answer in Activity 2, briefly answer the following questions. 1.What characteristics make these genres similar in terms of elements? Answer: The characters that make these genres similar in
terms of elements because all genres use the web to share and present stories. 2.What characteristics make these genres similar in terms of structure? Answer: These genres are similar in terms of structure because they uses web to present their own opinions and talking about their configuration. Activity 3 Directions: Write the
similarities and differences of the Doodle Fiction, Manga, and Graphic Novel using the compare and contrast graphic organizer. Answer: 7 Similarities: All genres incorporate drawing, illustrations, or graphics in telling a story Differences: Doodle Fiction – incorporates handwritten graphics in telling the story. Graphics Novel – uses a comic
book format presented in panels and read from left to right. Manga – uses a comic book format presented in panels and read form left to right. They are published periodically in Japan. Assessment 3 Create a blog post based on your answer in Activity 3. Use the rubric below as your guide. 8 9 10 4 3 2 Opinions and information shared are
limited to 2 modern literary genres Opinions and information shared are limited to 1 modern literary genre Cited an extensive information from a variety of reliable sources with very Cited an extensive information from a variety of reliable few sources with minor errors numerous errors 1 Content Opinions and information shared are
complete Opinions and information shared are unconnected/irrelevant to the given topic Sources Cited an extensive information from a variety of reliable sources correctly Information shared based on personal opinion without sources to back it up Creativity Language and blog features are communicated in unusual ways Language and
blog features are communicated in interesting ways Language and blog features are communicated in interesting ways but not related to the topic Language and blog features are not communicated in surprising and interesting ways What I Have Learned You have tried your hands in discovering the characteristics of the literary genres
discussed in this module. Reflect on what you have learned by answering the questions that follow. 1. What are the conventional literary genres? Answer: Poetry, Drama, Fiction, and Non-Fiction. 2. What are the common characteristics of conventional literary genres? Answer: The common characteristics they have is anytime and
anyplace (once upon a time in a place far away) it’s always stated in a story, a common ending (they lived happily ever after), often 11 magical, to be honest evil is defeated by a hero/heroine and contains universal truths and values of the time that was sometimes used to instruct children. in values. 3. What are the different 21st-century
literary genres? Answer: Illustrated Novel, Digi-Fiction, Graphic Novel, Manga, Doodle Fiction, Text-talk Novels, Chick Literature, Flash Fiction, Six-Word Flash Fiction, Creative Non-Fiction, Science Fiction, Blog, and Hyper Poetry. 4. What are the common characteristics of modern literary genres? Answer: The common characteristics of
modern literary genres are that they are a significant characteristic of modernism is self-consciousness concerning cultural and colonial traditions, which often led to investigation with patterns, along with the use of strategies that drew interest to the techniques and equipment used in creating works of art. 5. What is the difference between
conventional and modern literary genres? Answer: Conventional literature is a rule, that keeps a severe arrangement of rules, while, modernized literature is more unrestricted and sometimes it blends various characteristics of abstract work to frame a more inventive and imaginative piece. What I Can Do You have learned the different
conventional and modern literary genres. As a 21 st century learner, ret l the old Filipino folktale The Sun and the Moon using one of the genres below and post your work on your Facebook page with the hashtag #folktalesinthe21stcentury. Use the rubric as your guide. A. 30-word flash fiction B. 4-panel comic C. One-page doodle fiction 4
3 2 Structure 12 1 Presents all elements and correct structure of the chosen genre Exhibits at least three elements and correct structure of the chosen genre Exhibits at least two Does not present elements and elements and correct correct structure of the chosen structure of genre the chosen genre The story is communicated in
interesting ways The story is in The story is not communicated in interesting ways, but surprising and interesting ways not related to the topic One to two errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling errors Three to five errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling errors Creativity The story is communicated in amazing and unusual
ways Mechanics No errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling 13 Six or more errors in punctuation, capitalization, and spelling errors 14 Assessment Choose the letter of the best answer. Write the chosen letter on a separate sheet of paper. 1. A story told using a combination of text and illustrations or without text at all. a. Digi-
Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Illustrated Novel d. Creative Non-Fiction 2. A site of collected posts or articles written by one or more people and updated regularly. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 3. Brief stories told in a thousand words or less. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 4. Tales are written
and presented using dialogues in social media applications. a. Chick Lit b. Digi-Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Text-Talk Novel 5. A factual story is written using literary devices and techniques. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Illustrated Novel d. Creative Non-Fiction 6. Drawings enhance stories in this form where illustrations and handwritten
graphics are incorporated. 15 a. b. c. d. Digi-Fiction Doodle Fiction Illustrated Novel Creative Non-Fiction 7. The genre of speculative fiction dealing with concepts of time, travel, parallel universe, extra-terrestrial life, and futuristic technology. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Science Fiction d. Creative Non-Fiction 8. It is a collection of
stories presented in comic book formats. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Illustrated Novel d. Graphic Novel 9. Literature that uses hypertext mark-up (HTM) to connect to other parts of the piece. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 10. In English-speaking countries, these are stories with illustrations published in Japan.
a. Manga b. Digi-Fiction c. Graphic Novel d. Illustrated Novel 11. A 700-word story like Angels and Blueberries by Tara Campbell is a one-shot fiction that falls under this literary genre. a. Blog b. Flash Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Digi-Fiction 12. Christopher Ford’s Stickman Odyssey, which tells the story through handwritten graphics, is an
example of this literary genre. a. Digi-Fiction b. Doodle Fiction c. Illustrated Novel d. Creative Non-Fiction 16 text and 13. Before it was adapted into an anime, Yoshihiro Togashi’s Hunter x Hunter is a comic book series from Japan that falls under this literary genre. a. Manga b. Digi-Fiction c. Graphic Novel d. Illustrated Novel 14. Batman:
The Dark Knight by Frank Miller is a popular example of genre where the story is written in comic book format. a. Manga b. Digi-Fiction c. Graphic Novel d. Illustrated Novel this literary 15. Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic, which revolves around a woman’s shopping addiction and her journey to overcoming it, is an example
of this literary genre. a. Chick Lit b. Digi-Fiction c. Hyper Poetry d. Text-Talk Novel Additional Activities Further test what you have learned by examining the two examples below and doing the following tasks: 1. Identify the literary genres of each example. Answer: The first one is a text-talk novel and the second one is an illustrated novel.
2. Compare and contrast the characteristics of the two. Answer: 17 For me, the first one is a text-talk novel because revolves around in a dialogue where messages are exchanged via social network. The second one is an illustrated novel because Romeo and Juliet is a story that uses a method of text and illustrated images, in the picture
we see the manuscript of the drama titled Romeo and Juliet. A B . 18 Excerpt from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet Source: 19 Page 2 Please wait until the download start. DOWNLOAD PDF BY VIEWER 30 seconds download finish. DOWNLOAD PDF (Mirror Link) Formats for download DOWNLOAD WORD DOWNLOAD
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